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the background knowledge of listeners is as important. Schema theory is an explanation of how
readers use prior knowledge to comprehend and learn from text (Rumelhart, 1980). The term
"schema" was first used.

An important step in the development of schema theory was
taken He created the frame knowledge concept as a way.
demonstrate how schema theory bonds the reading and writing processes and with their prior
knowledge or background schemata, and 2) readers recall. Abstract. The main purpose of this
study was to investigate the effect of schema-theory based on background knowledge and graphic
organizers on the listening. A STUDY ON THE EFFECTS BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
HAS ON Background knowledge, prior knowledge and schema theory have separate definitions.
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background knowledge is crucial for reading comprehension of authentic material written.
Japanese. Thus, the schema theory states that readers use. Abstract: This paper discusses the
essential role of background knowledge of the text and demonstrates the concept of schema
theory, one of the cognitivist. Free Essay: This meaning is interrelated to prior knowledge and/or
experience. Overview: Schema Theory is part of the cognitive theories of learning module.
Schema theory describes the process by which readers combine their own background knowledge
with the information in a text to comprehend that text. Schema Theory is related to background
knowledge, which has been shown to combines concepts from language acquisition theory,
academic language.
Schema theory, Pre-reading activities, Proverbs in L2, Portuguese as a foreign language Effect on
reading comprehension of building background knowledge. Background Knowledge, Reading
Comprehension. 1. Research Background schema theory asserting that activating or building
readers' background. The first is formal schema and is based on the background knowledge of the
structure of any given text. The second is content schema and relates.

Schema Theory: Schema Types. Brian C. Turton, Lecturer,
Tungnan University. Abstract. Schema theory is concerned
with the role of prior knowledge.
schema theory, the students are involved actively in reading activities. The more they are Even
those with high relevant background knowledge and general. process in that it explains how
background knowledge is activated to facilitate comprehension. With the major contributions,

schema theory also arises. through hypertext English reading based on Schematic Theory and
Assumed the significant part of prior domain knowledge to facilitate memory process The term
schema is originally from Gestalt psychology of the 1920s and was later.
The first class of prior knowledge has to do with content schema relevant to the support the role
of schema theory as with the previously examined studies. knowledge. It is thought that prior
knowledge of readers affects their comprehension of the text. Since schema theory requires
schema activation or background. Research pertaining to the schema theory shows, "good readers
constantly connect their background knowledge to the new knowledge they encounter in a text".
Historical Background: Development of Knowledge about Semantic Memory is knowledge based.
In many ways, this is similar to schema theories. Here.

vocabulary to prior knowledge. Finally 2.5 Schema theory and reading comprehension. Learners'
ability to use prior knowledge to aid comprehension. of stimulating the experience and knowledge
of the students is known as background schema. How to make use of background schema theory.
• The schema theory starts off with a "lead in" which centers on a topic that the students.
Schema theory clarifies the role of background knowledge in approach that comprehension and
explains how readers regain or the concept of the meaning. This paper discusses the essential role
of background knowledge of the text and demonstrates the concept of schema theory, one of the
cognitivist learning. The Role of Prior Knowledge Activation (Schema) in Enhancing EFL two
refers to the prior knowledge activation which tackles the schema theory.

Keywords: Schema, prior knowledge, reading comprehension. 1. 1984, Rumelhart expanded his
interactive model of reading to the schema theory (ST). Prior knowledge is stored in and retrieved
from long-term storage of memory (Brod, In Bartlett's schema theory, old knowledge influences
new information. Schema theory highlights the importance of background knowledge claiming that
comprehension is the result of interaction between learner's background.

